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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
 
APPLE CANYON UTILITY COMPANY,  § 
        § Docket No. 12-0603 
Proposed general increase      § 
In water rates.      § 
 
CONSOLIDATED WITH 
 
LAKE WILDWOOD UTILITIES CORPORATION, § 
        § Docket No. 12-0604 
Proposed general increase      § 
in water rates.      § 
 
 
 

JOINT REPLY HEARINGS BRIEF FOR 
LAKE WILDWOOD ASSOCIATION AND 

APPLE CANYON LAKE PROPERTY OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION 
 
 

 Lake Wildwood Association (LWA) and Apple Canyon Lake Property Owners’ 

Association (ACLPOA) (collectively, Associations) file their reply to the Initial Brief of Apple 

Canyon Utility Company (ACUC or Apple Canyon) and Lake Wildwood Utilities Corporation 

(LWUC or Lake Wildwood) (collectively, Companies) and the Initial Brief of the Staff of the 

Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC Staff). 

 The Companies fail to raise any arguments in their brief that were not anticipated and 

addressed by the Associations in their Initial Brief.  As a result, the Associations will briefly 

address the following adjustments opposed by the Companies: 

• The cost of the appeal of the previous rate cases should be excluded from the 

revenue requirement because the costs are non-recurring and it is proper to have 

shareholders bear the burden of the Companies’ appeal just as ratepayers were 

required to bear their appeal costs. 
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• The leak detection survey costs and the boundary survey costs should be expensed 

in the year in which the costs were incurred and not capitalized. 

• The Companies’ request for late filed capital additions should be rejected. 

 The Associations also will briefly address the ICC Staff’s proposal to impose a new cost 

of service for setting rates in these dockets prior to the completion of the mandated studies 

ordered in Charmar Water Company et al rate case, Docket Nos. 11-0561 through 11-0566.  

I. Costs Associated with the Appeal of Docket Nos. 9-0548 and 9-0549 Should Be 
Excluded from Rates. 

 The Companies improperly seek to recover costs they incurred for the appeal of their last 

rate case, Docket Nos. 9-0548 and 9-0549.  The ICC Staff, the Illinois Attorney General, and the 

Associations all recommend that the costs be excluded. 

 The appeal and its related costs are non-recurring and should not be included in the 

Companies’ revenue requirements.  The Companies fail to support their argument that rate case 

appeals are an ordinary expense for the operating companies of Utilities, Inc., let alone LWUC 

and ACUC.  The Companies cite to North Shore Gas Company Proposed General Increase in 

Natural Gas Rates, Docket Nos. 11-0280 and 11-0281, but the facts in that case are markedly 

different from the facts in the instant case.  While the Commission noted in its Final Order there 

that it was allowing appeal costs because appeals “are part and parcel of the litigation expenses 

in most every significant rate case proceeding,” Final Order at 85-86 issued January 10, 2012, 

the Final Order followed that statement by citing a series of pending appeals of North Shore and 

ComEd cases.  In contrast, the Companies cannot cite a series of appeals from either the specific 

utilities involved in these dockets or from appeals in other Utilities, Inc. rate cases to justify a 

finding that appeals are “part and parcel” of small water rate cases involving operating 

companies of Utilities Inc. 
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 The Companies further miscite DuPage Utility Company v. Illinois Commerce 

Commission, 243 Ill. App 3d 421 for the otherwise unsupported proposition that rate case appeal 

expenses are proper operating expenses.  However, 243 Ill. App. 3d 421 is the citation to Central 

Illinois Public Service Co. v. Illinois Commerce Commission.  In the CIPS case, the appellate 

court upheld the ICC’s finding that it was proper to exclude from rate base unamortizated rate 

case expenses from a previous docket because both ratepayers and shareholders benefit from rate 

case expenses.  243 Ill. App. 3d at 434.  In DuPage Utility Company, which can be found at 47 

Ill. 2d 550 (1971), the appellate court did not address which expenses were properly included in 

rate case expenses but found only that rate case expenses ordinarily are an operating expense. 47 

Ill. 2d at 561. 

 In these dockets, the Companies seek to increase the previously approved rate case 

expenses attributable to the earlier dockets.  The level of rate case expenses for those dockets 

was established in the final order in Docket Nos. 9-0548 and 9-0549.  Changing the level of rate 

case expenses for the previous dockets would require the Commission to improperly engage in 

retroactive ratemaking. 

 The Companies also have failed to support the requested amount for the appeals costs.  

The Companies presented no witness to support the invoices for the appeals costs.  Companies 

witness Dimitry Neyzelman testified that in “judgment of counsel” the Companies should 

recover 75 percent of the costs incurred for the appeal and exclude only 25 percent of the billed 

amount.  However, on cross-examination, Mr. Neyzelman testified that he did not review the 

bills submitted by the attorneys involved in the appeal to determine the percentage, Tr. at 89-90, 

and he did not know if there was enough detail in the attorney bills to determine the percentage, 

Tr. at 90.  In fact, he testified that based on the bills he reviewed, “I would not be able to 
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determine the 25 percent.”  Tr. at 90.  Mr. Neyzelman did not review the briefs filed by the 

attorneys in detail.  Tr. at 90.  He did not know what percentages of the initial appellate brief or 

the reply appellate brief were devoted to issues the Companies raised on their cross appeal.  Mr. 

Neyzelman made no independent judgment on the amount the Companies have requested be 

included in rates for the appeals.  Tr. at 98.  Instead, he testified that he based his entire opinion 

on counsel, who did not testify in the case.  Tr. at 100.  In other words, the Companies presented 

no witness who could testify on the validity of the proposed appeal costs.  This tactic of Utilities, 

Inc. of using witnesses who are unable to answer the simplest of questions concerning their 

testimony was criticized recently by one of the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commissioners, who 

observed: 

Given the outrageous representation of the Petitioner with regard to the time 
purportedly invested and the costs allegedly involved in preparation for this rate 
case, all made without a semblance of meaningful support or justification, it is 
inconceivable that Petitioner's witnesses were so ill prepared and unresponsive to 
questions from the OUCC and from the bench. It is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that Petitioner consciously avoided providing any witnesses that could 
shed light on certain of the decisions which could have such a crushing impact on 
ratepayers. 
 
Mr. Neyzelman and Mr. Haas, in particular, go on at great length with regard to 
certain aspects of the company's testimony, particularly when it supports the 
intent and/or convenience of Petitioner, but are almost totally uninformed on the 
stand when questioned about the decision process that led to the decision to 
totally rebuild the treatment facilities at a cost of $1.5 million and then to incur 
additional expenses with a redesign that ran the cost up to over $2 million. 

 
Petition of Water Service Company of Indiana for Authority to Increase Its Water and Sewer 
Rates and Charges and for Approval of a New Schedule of Rates and Charges Applicable 
Thereto, Cause No. 44104, Order of Commission, March 27, 2013.1 
 
 Because the appeal costs are not recurring, because the amount of rate case expenses was 

decided in the previous case, and because the Companies have not justified the costs they seek to 

                                                 
1  Order available at http://www.in.gov/iurc/files/44104order_032713(1).pdf. 

http://www.in.gov/iurc/files/44104order_032713(1).pdf
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include in the revenue requirements, the Commission should exclude the appeal costs from the 

Companies’ revenue requirements. 

II. Service Area Boundary Costs Should Be Excluded from the Companies’ Revenue 
Requirements. 

 The Companies’ request to capitalize the costs associated with service area boundary 

surveys should be excluded because the costs are non-recurring and because the Final Orders 

granting the boundary extensions specifically state that the ratepayers would incur no costs from 

the changes to the service areas. 

 There is no evidence that the service area boundary survey costs are recurring.  In fact, 

the Company asserts that “the service area boundary survey costs are not ongoing or recurring 

expenses.”  Companies Initial Brief at 9.  Because the survey costs are non-recurring and it is 

inappropriate to capitalize the costs, they should be excluded from the Companies’ revenue 

requirements. 

 The Companies improperly argue that the survey costs should be included because they 

were incurred in connection with the acquisition of additional territory.  However, as the ICC 

Staff correctly observed in its Initial Brief, the Final Order in Docket No. 10-0215, which 

granted the territory extension for Apple Canyon, specifically stated that “the Petitioner would 

incur no direct costs to extend its service area” and that “Apple Canyon will incur no direct 

costs.”  Docket No. 10-0215 Final Order at 3-4.  In a similar manner, in the Lake Wildwood 

case, Docket No. 10-0224, the Final Order stated that “[n]o additional construction or facilities 

were required to serve the eight customers located in the proposed service area.”  Docket No. 10-

0224 Final Order at 2.  Given that there were no facilities added (in fact, LWUC thought it did 

not even need to amend its certificate), LWUC ratepayers should not be required to pay the costs 

of the surveys. 
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 Because the costs associated with the service area boundary surveys were non-recurring 

and because the Final Orders granting the boundary extensions specifically referred to the 

Companies’ assertions that they ratepayers would incur no costs from these changes to the 

service areas, the service area boundary survey costs should be excluded from the Companies’ 

revenue requirements. 

III. Leak Detection Survey Costs Should Not be Capitalized. 

There is no justification for capitalizing the leak detection survey costs.  In its brief, 

ACUC concedes that it was unable to identify any capital assets that were installed as a result of 

the leak detection survey for Apple Canyon.  Companies Brief at 6-7.  ACUC further admits that 

the work performed was below its threshold for being classified as a capital project.  

Nonetheless, ACUC improperly requests that the survey costs be capitalized. 

 The ICC Staff, AG, and Associations oppose the capitalization of the leak detection 

survey.  As the Associations noted in their Initial Brief, the leak survey in question was a general 

survey for leaks.  AG/ACLPOA/LWA Joint Ex. 1.0, Ramas Direct at 7.  A leak survey is not a 

capital project, Id.; therefore, the costs associated with the survey should not be capitalized.  In 

its Initial Brief, the ICC Staff agreed that the costs should be excluded because ACUC failed to 

provide any evidence that the leak survey resulted in any capital project. 

 Because ACUC failed to link the leak survey to any specific capital project, the costs 

associated with the survey should be excluded from rates.   

IV. The Companies’ Request for Late Proposed Capital Additions Should be Denied. 

 The Companies’ request for two capital additions should be rejected because the 

information was filed late, the actual costs are unknown, and, as to ACUC’s tank painting, the 

work is premature. 
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 LWUC inappropriately requested that the costs associated with modifications to the 

LWUC water treatment building be included as a late capital addition.  The late filing of the 

capital addition is puzzling because LWUC has known since 2010 that the Illinois 

Environmental Protection Agency required that repairs be made.  However, it was not until after 

the rate case was filed that LWUC even sought bids on the project and then attempted to 

schedule the work to fall within the test year.  LWUC concedes that the work was not completed 

at the time of hearing and that it only had received multiple bids but did not yet have a contract 

signed.  Companies Initial Brief at 10. 

 The other late proposed capital addition which should be denied is ACUC’s proposal to 

paint the storage tank.  ACUC argues, without citation to the record, that the tank is in need of 

painting ahead of the normal 10-year life for painting.  Companies Initial Brief at 9.  ACUC 

witness Mr. Neyzelman admitted during cross examination that “I don’t have a lot of details as to 

the operations and the management decisions related to the operations of the tanks.”  Tr. at 84.  

Again, as with the appeals cost testimony, the Companies fail to present a witness who was 

knowledgeable to answer questions.  As AG/Associations witness Ms. Ramas testified, “The 

direct testimony filed by Apple Canyon did not support the need to paint the tank at this time, 

nor did the rebuttal testimony.” AG/ACLPOA/LWA Joint Ex. 2.0, Ramas Rebuttal at 11.  The 

cost for tank painting should be excluded. 

V. The Commission Should Defer Changes to Rate Design Until the Utilities, Inc. Cost 
of Service Study Is Completed. 

 As to rate design, the Companies and Associations agree that it would be inappropriate at 

this time to restructure rate design based upon the ICC Staff’s proposal because the Commission-

ordered cost of service study for all Utilities, Inc. operating companies is still ongoing and 

because the rate design proposed by the ICC Staff would significantly increase the rates for 
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availability customers, especially for LWUC.  This issue was fully discussed in the Associations’ 

Initial Brief. 

VI. Conclusion. 

 The Associations request that the Administrative Law Judge issue a proposed order 

consistent with the Association’s Initial and Reply Briefs. 

__/Richard C. Balough/____ 
 
Richard C. Balough 
Cheryl Dancey Balough 
BALOUGH LAW OFFICES, LLC 
1 N. LaSalle St. Ste. 1910 
Chicago IL 60602-3927 
312.499.0000 
rbalough@balough.com 
cbalough@balough.com 
 
For Apple Canyon Lake Property Owners’ Association and Lake Wildwood Association 
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